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We would like to thank the hundreds of volunteers who passed through our office and
contribute with their ideas and energies to the development of our projects.
United Societies of Balkans

United Societies of Balkans

United Societies of Balkans (USB) is a non-profit, non-governmental organisation based in
Thessaloniki, Greece. It is active in the field of youth, human rights and intercultural
dialogue. It was founded in 2008 by a group of active young people who wanted to address
the social issues in the Balkans and Eastern Europe.

USB works to improve the situation of young people by:
•

Promoting youth empowerment, mobility, and active citizenship to increase
involvement of young people;

•

Promoting human rights, solidarity and respect for diversity among youth and
society;

•

Breaking down prejudices and stereotypes among the European countries and
among youth;

•

Locating and multiplying the unique cultural attributes of our societies;

•

Encouraging non-formal learning, voluntarism and democracy for a better future
of European youth;

•

Involving minorities and immigrants in youth activities;

•

Building bridges between countries in the Balkans, and between the Balkans and
the rest of Europe;

•

Using New Media and Citizens’ Journalism methodologies to encourage youth
expression, to raise awareness about Human Rights and to promote intercultural
dialogue;

•

Using art as a tool for expression;
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At USB, we value networking, and USB is thus a member organisation of UNITED for
Intercultural Action, Salto-Youth, Thess Network-regional NGO network, FERYP (Forum of
European Roma Young People), Anna-Lindh Foundation (co-head of the Greek National
Network), Youth for Exchange and Understanding (YEU International), Youth Express
Network (YEN), Butterfly Dreamer and DYPALL (Developing Youth Participation at Local
Level).
USB has a rich experience in organising international youth activities. These give local youth
the opportunity to interact with other young people from Europe. Since 2008, USB has
implemented more than 60 international projects in Greece, hosting more than 2,800
youngsters. It has been involved in more than 1000 projects and has prepared and sent around
2,500 youngsters abroad to youth mobility projects.
USB also promotes volunteering, both at a local level and abroad. It is active within the
European Solidarity Corps (ESC), previously known as European Voluntary Service (EVS).
Since 2009, it has hosted almost 200 volunteers, both in short-term (2 months) and long-term
projects (6-12 months), and has sent around 80 volunteers abroad.
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Balkan Hotspot

Balkan Hotspot is the EVS/ESC hosting project of United Societies of Balkans. It uses media
to fight discrimination and to promote intercultural dialogue. Its volunteers have produced
four manuals about media: Online Writing, Social Media, Web-Radio and Video-Making.
These manuals are a tool for youth and volunteers that want to use media as we do: to fight
discrimination, to promote culture and intercultural dialogue and to build a more inclusive,
tolerant and respectful society.
We do this by creating content about different cultures and experiences, and about
opportunities for the youth. We also show good practices, initiatives and events aimed to
fight discrimination and stereotypes. Finally, we promote the active participation of youth in
society by highlighting good examples.

Aims and policies
All volunteers and contributors have to keep in mind the general objectives of our project.
They have to follow these few and important rules when contributing to our media:
•

You can talk about any topic, as long as your output doesn’t contain any
discriminatory and offensive content. Do not produce anything with the aim to
instigate conflicts. When talking about a problematic topic, do it in a way that
underlines good practices and possible solutions.

•

Keep in mind that for us, the content and the message we spread is the most
important, not how trendy and fashionable the material is.

•

Avoid using curse words, stereotyping, to generalising and telling incorrect facts.

•

The coordinator of the project, as well as the editors (volunteers), may review and edit
your content. This is to improve its quality and to ensure that it is not against the aims
and the vision of the organisation or Greek and international law.

Follow these tips and guidelines, use your creativity and give your contribution to a better
world through media.
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Introduction

With the advent of globalization, the internet age and technology becoming increasingly
cheaper and accessible to the general population, Film and Video are now very easy to
produce media and of easy access to the general audience.

There are tons of video genres you can explore. In our project, Balkan Hotspot, we will focus
on two genres: journalistic videos and event videos.

Here you have the Video-Making manual for Balkan Hotspot. Hope you find it useful!
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Getting started

In the beginning, shooting a video seems a hard and complicated process. Don’t get
intimidated. There is a bit of a steep learning curve but you will realize it is a very
enthusiastically challenging and absorbing activity.
To get started you just need a camera – DSLR, mirrorless or even a Smartphone - and a
computer with video editing software - Premiere, Final Cut, Sony Vegas Pro, your choice.
This is the basic gear indeed. But, if you want to refine and make better videos consider also
taking a tripod or steady camera to help you stabilize the camera and avoid shaky footage.
Also a microphone is suggested, for sound improvement.
This guide will focus on the settings of the camera and the basic information you need. But
out there, is a whole fascinating world to be discovered. A good starting point is to read
books, magazines or to watch Youtube channels with tutorials. There are a lot of channels or
you can simple search for what you need to learn. Most important is the practice, so take your
camera and start shooting. It should not matter if you are just starting, don’t be afraid to share
your work and to ask people that have more experience for advice.
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Video Genres

Before we go into the technical part it is really important to approach some theoretical
concepts and to talk about how to think and structure your video before you go shooting.
At Balkan Hotspot the major part of the videos we make are related to promotion videos for
different cultural events in Thessaloniki or events organized by United Societies of Balkans interchanges, seminars, training courses, info sessions and other initiatives. We also make
videos related to different social issues, such as human rights, the refugee crisis or related to
other topics and themes approached by Balkan Hotspot.
Depending on what you’re about to shoot you should always be aware of the style and visual
language you have to apply.
Let’s see what you can do!
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Video Journalism

“On the real world nothing happens at the right place at the right time. The job of the
journalists and historians is to amend that” - Mark Twain
“Journalism is an excellent way to provide public service, to have a real impact on the
community” - Bob Schieffer
“Journalism is printing what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public
relations.” - George Orwell
Journalism is one of the most important cornerstones of contemporary democratic societies.
It is through journalism that citizens can be informed about what is happening around their
surroundings and be able to take informed and conscious choices about their lives.
Journalism drives itself by a clear, direct, sober and accessible language. As it is used to say:
to write a good news article, you have to be sure that even your grandmother, after reading it,
without previous knowledge of the subject, will understand it clearly.
While we normally focus on the written medium – newspapers- journalistic videos should
translate these principles in a visual way.
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Video Journalism Guidelines

1.Your videos should INFORM about the initiative/event. Not promoting or showing your
personal opinion or feeling about it;
2.You must make sure you answer these questions on your videos: who, what, when, where,
how and why;
3.Film in a simple style and convey information, be it through infographics or with
interviews. No fancy camera movements, effects or Instagram like filters;
4.When interviewing, questions should be direct and straight to the point;

You can also check other publications to get references:
AJ+ - https://www.facebook.com/ajplusenglish/
VICE - https://www.facebook.com/VICE/
60 Second Docs - https://www.facebook.com/60SecDocs/
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Institutional Videos

The aim of an institutional video is to promote and advertise a set of initiatives or to give to
know to an audience the goals and work of an association, NGO, corporation or enterprise.
You can get more creative with these videos, by using effects, motion graphics, more
elaborated camera movements or even prepare a short story or narrative for the video.
United Societies of Balkans mainly organizes interchanges, training courses, info initiatives
as well as other initiatives to promote youth empowerment and active citizenship.
Even though they are not commercial activities they are funded mostly through EU funds.
When you are making a video about this always be aware: you are PROMOTING a brand, an
image. Since in some sense it’s a publicity video, the treatment and structure of the video will
be very different.

Institutional Videos Guideline

1.

Show the highlights of the activities made by the NGO;

2.

Be conscious and reflect on the kind of “brand” image you want to convey to your
audience;

3.

It’s important to convey basic information so the audience may be captivated and
maybe join in future activities;

4.

If you include sponsors, stakeholders and interested third party elements from the
activity in the video, be sure to portray them in a pleasant, professional way. They are
important strategic partners for the organization and not being careful about their
image can lead to a harm on the relations between the organization and them;
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Resilient Cities Thessaloniki Video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qGygCrv3Rfk
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Basic Notions

Video is the result of several photos running very fast but it is impossible to perceive with our
eyes. To make a video, first we need to know how to make a photography, how to make the
settings of the camera.
A photography is the way to capture images by recording light or other electromagnetic
addition in a paper or in a media support.
The settings of the camera that you will work with on a camera are: Diaphragm, Shutter
Speed, ISO and White Balance.

The settings for diaphragm, shutter speed and ISO and how they change the picture
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Diaphragm (f/ number, aperture)

The diaphragm is one of the most confusing aspect. It determines the aperture of the shutter
and how much light we permit to enter in the sensor or film. The diaphragm settings start
from f/1.4, f/1.8, f/2/8 and it can go up to f/22. The smaller the number is (f/1.4, f/1.8), the
more open the diaphragm is, which means also more light enters in the camera. And it goes
vice versa for a bigger number (f/22).
For example, if it is a sunny day, it’s better to close the diaphragm, to put a bigger number
like f/8 or f/11.

Different diaphragm settings and how it influences the light
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Depth Of Field (DOF)

The diaphragm influences not only the light but also the depth of field. The Depth of Field is
the distance between the nearest and farthest objects in a scene that appear acceptably sharp
in an image. It is the area that will appear in focus in a picture. Some pictures have small
areas of focus which means narrow depth of field and other pictures have large areas of
focus which means large depth of field.

Representation of what Depth of Field means

The Depth of field can be controlled by the diaphragm (aperture). The smaller the aperture
is ( ex: f/1.4, f/1,8 ) , the more it is open, the more light goes inside and the smaller the depth
of field is. It goes the same vice versa, the bigger the aperture is ( f/16, f/22), the more it is
closed the diaphragm, you have less light and the depth of field is larger.
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What does it means: the depth of field is the one that you can control to get the blurry
background effect in your photos or videos. This effect you can obtain by setting the f
number as small as possible but it is also influenced by the distance between your subject
and the background

Here you have an example about how to use the f number to obtain the blurry effect
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Shutter speed
The shutter speed is the parameter that gives you the possibility to have a blurry effect or to
freeze the moment of the photo. Shutter speed is measured in fraction of a second (when
they are under one second. For example: ½ means half a second. So, the picture will have all
the movements that the camera recorded in half a second. Shutter speed can also go up to 30
seconds by normal DSLR’s or mirrorless cameras, or you can use a remote control to have
longer shutter speeds ( 1 hour ).

How different shutter speed catch the same movement of the subject
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Another important effect of the shutter speed is the exposure, which influences the
brightness of an image. If you select a fast shutter speed ( 1/800 ), the camera will record the
800th part of a second, which means the camera will be exposed to a small fraction of light,
meaning that the photo will be darker. On the other hand if you select a medium shutter
speed ( 1/80), the camera will record the 80th part of a second, which means the camera will
be exposed to a larger fraction of light, so the photo will be much brighter.

How different shutter speed influences the brightness of the image
When it comes to video-making, things are very easy for the setting of the shutter speed.
When you are making videos the shutter speed needs to be double the number frames per
second (fps) you chose for the record settings. If you are in the US the recommended setting
is 30 fps, so the shutter speed you will choose, will be 1/60. While for Europe, the
recommended setting is 25 fps, so the setting you will choose for the shutter speed will be
1/50.
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ISO

The ISO (International Organization for Standardization) or ASA is the sensibility to light
of the sensor or film. It is measured on several numerical scales, and determines the amount
of light we need in our camera to take a picture or make a video. The ISO value goes on
standard digital cameras from 100 up to 51200 or even more. The ISO 100 is Low
Sensitivity while the ISO 51200 is High Sensitivity. You have to take into consideration the
fact that the bigger the ISO setting you will put you will get a grainier effect you will get. So
the best option is not to put the ISO too high and try to work with the diaphragm setting
when it comes to videos, or with shutter speed and diaphragm settings when it comes to
photos.

In this image it is represented how a bigger ISO affects the image
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White Balance

Sometimes you may see that the colors of the image of your camera may have an orange,
blue, yellow shade. The reason for this is that light itself has different temperature and
different color. For example, tungsten lights inside a building normally add an orange look to
your videos.
We don’t generally notice this difference of temperature because our eyes adjust
automatically for it. So, we can only see difference only when temperature of the light is
extreme. A white sheet of paper will generally look white to us. When you use the camera,
according to the light in the room or outside, the photo of the white sheet of paper will be
different.
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Adjusting White Balance

Different digital cameras have different ways of adjusting white balance so ultimately you
will need to get out your camera’s manual to work out the specifics of how to make changes.
Having said this – many digital cameras have automatic and semi-automatic modes to help
you make the adjustments.

White Balance Settings

Here are some of the basic White Balance settings you will find on cameras:
Auto – this is where the camera makes a best guess on a shot by shot basis. It will work in
many situations but sometimes it is not the best setting.
Tungsten – this mode is usually symbolized with a little bulb and is for shooting indoors,
especially under tungsten (incandescent) lighting (such as bulb lighting). It generally cools
down the colors in the photos.
Fluorescent – this compensates for the ‘cool’ light of fluorescent light and will warm up
your shots.
Daylight/Sunny – not all cameras have this setting because it sets things as fairly ‘normal’
white balance settings.
Cloudy – this setting generally warms things up a touch more than ‘daylight’ mode.
Flash – the flash of a camera can be quite a cool light so in Flash WB mode you’ll find it
warms up your shots a touch.
Shade – the light in shade is generally cooler (bluer) than shooting in direct sunlight so this
mode will warm things up a little.
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Manual White Balance Adjustments:

In most cases you can get a pretty accurate result using the above preset for white balance
modes – but some digital cameras (most DSLRs and higher end point and shoots) allow for
manual white balance adjustments also. You will find this in the setting menu of the camera.
The way this is used varies a little between models but in essence what you do is to tell your
camera what white looks like in a shot so that it has something as a reference point for
deciding how other colors should look. You can do this by buying yourself a white (or grey)
card which is specifically designed for this task – or you can just use a white sheet of paper.

Take a look between a set of books not white balanced and others with balance. This small
adjustment makes so much difference on the videos!
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Rule of Thirds

Keep in mind “The rule of the thirds” to make a capture. This rule, help us to have a better
quality in our photo. The rule of third says that an image should be imagined as divided into
nine equal parts by two equally spaced horizontal lines and two equally spaced vertical lines
and that important compositional elements should be placed along these lines or their
intersections. Proponents of the technique, claim that “aligning a subject with these points
creates more tension, energy and interest in the composition than simply centering the
subject”.
For example, as we can see in the lower photo, the horizon is sitting at the horizontal line
dividing the lower third of the photo from the upper two-thirds. So, like this, the sky has more
presence and it is more aesthetically pleasant. But we can choose the priority as we want, it
depends of what we want to transmit. This rule, can be used in any type of photography.
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Image’s composition to take into consideration when making a video

The composition of the image means the way all the elements of the image are being
disposed in a frame. Depending on how you dispose the elements of the image in relation
with the camera you can obtain crowded or spacious scenes.
First important part is the pre-production. Thinking about the result we want to obtain and
organizing everything that we can before starting to film. You have to think about
decorations, characters, technical needs ( lights, tripods, microphone). You have to make a
story board and to think about all the details that will follow.
Make a plan before you start filming. Don’t film randomly!
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Things to take into consideration when you start filming:
•

try to place your subject in one of the interest point

•

don’t make horizontal lines in the middle of the frame

•

when you film a dialog pay attention so that the eyes of the characters are on the
same line

•

if you place your subject in the middle of the frame pay attention not to lose the
interest, try moving the subject and not leaving it always in the middle

•

leave some space above the head of your character, but also don’t leave too much
space

•

if you film a person looking at something, leave space in the side where the person
is looking. Don’t cut the frame

•

regarding what you are planning to film choose your type of shot. Take into
consideration that close-ups are used to transmit emotions, while long shots are
made to establish the space
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Interviews

Interviews are an important part of the videos you will make. If your video is about an
event, a social issue or even a presentation of a training/project it is nice to have also an
interview part. From the interview you can extract just the voice and use it as background
voice or you can also use the interviewing scenes and combine with the other videos.
You have to keep in mind that having an interview will help you make a better video, your
video will be interactive and will catch more the viewers attention. Interviews are very
helpful to get information from but also to communicate it to your audience.
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To do the interview you should follow some guidelines.
Interview Guidelines
•

Before going to an interview, do your research. Not only you can get a much deeper
and richer interview, but it will also make the subject feel more comfortable and
the interview will be more professional;

•

Plan your questions: be proactive and don’t expect to come up with the questions in
the heat of the moment. Your interview will have more logic and will be organized.
Divide your questions by topics, by open/closed questions and overall be conscious
on the kind of answers you hope to get;

•

Do a warm-up with the interviewee: Introduce yourself and the organization you are
working for, give a short briefing on what kind of questions you will be doing and
even have a small informal conversation. It helps the interviewee feel much more
comfortable and the answers seem much more authentic and natural;

•

Don’t do the interview alone, multitasking does not work so well, no matter how
good you are as an interviewer or as a cameraman, if you do both things at once you
will not be 100% focused on both things. On an interview try to have a cameraman
and one interviewer.
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Music

The music you pick for your videos is one of the most important
points and should be approached with care. Choosing a music is
more a matter if the music fits the topic approached, the type of video you are doing and if it
doesn’t infringe copyright.
For example, if you are doing a video about the refugee crisis, you should avoid putting
joyful catchy tune music. With such a polemical heavy-handed subject, if you put a music
like that, it will be interpreted you are not taking the subject seriously.
With journalistic videos basically, you can put any kind of music you want, with or without
copyright. Due to the vital role of this video category and the activity that plays in the
current society, to inform and not to promote or gain public, most of the states, including
Greece, allow more freedom regarding to this topic.
With institutional videos, it is different. You should aim to use copyright free music. In the
videos made for trainings, info sessions etc if you use copyright music, not only you will be
doing copyright infringement, you can later have the risk of having your videos shut down
from the publishing platforms, as well as committing a serious unethical attitude. Because,
basically, you are using other people’s work for free.
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Tips and Tricks – Production

To finish the production part we leave here some useful tips and useful software to help you
on your videos:

4K Video Downloader: To download videos from Youtube/ Vimeo in the best quality
possible;

Youtube Channels (Learning):
Fenchel & Janisch
https://www.youtube.com/user/FenchelJanisch2
Videomaker
https://www.youtube.com/user/videomaker
Film Riot
https://www.youtube.com/user/filmriot
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How to edit a video in Adobe Premiere:

Step 1 - Create a Project

Attribute a name and choose where do you want to save your project (Browse). Create a new
folder for the project and organize the files. It is important to have everything in the same
folder in order so you don’t have problems later. Choose the same format you took before
starting to shoot. If you have problems with this, don’t worry, Premiere will help you
automatically.
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Step 2 - Workspace

Note: if you don’t fill all the following fields, it is necessary to open them on “Window”, in
the top bar.
Project - here you will have your material for editing. With right click of the mouse you can
import your videos (.../ Import...) and create folders in order to organize them (.../ New Bin).
Source - here you will choose which part of the videos do you want to use. You can use only
a few parts of your shoots. Drag and drop here from “Project” one clip.
If you drag and drop the from the tool in blue, you will just move the video without sound.
The pink tool it is useful if you want to use only the sound of your clip.
Timeline - here is where you will edit your video. The timeline is divided in video and audio.
Move your shoots directly from Project area or from Source area ( mouse click + drag and
drop).
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With the tool in red, you can choose to use your clip not from the beginning but from
wherever you want; the tool in yellow, to delimitate the end of your clip. In this example, I
just want to use 1.21 seconds of my clip (between the second 2 and second 4 more or less).
After that, you have to put it in your timeline.
If you click in the video above this panel and drag and drop to the timeline, you’ll move
video and sound.
The timeline has video tracks and audio tracks. You can overlap clips and add more tracks
(Right click on the mouse.../ Add tracks...)
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Tools - Some tools to help you during the edition.

Razor Tool: Useful to split videos. On timeline just click where do you want to split.
Effects
Divided in 5 folders, you can put effects in your videos, on image and on audio. “Constant
Power” (Audio Transition/ Crossfade/ Constant Power) is one of the most useful audio
transitions, you can smooth the transition from a piece of audio to another. Drag and drop
between 2 pieces of audio and the transition will be softened. In “Audio Effects” for
problems that your audio can have. E.g. if the sound is working only in one side of your
headphones, fix it with “Fill Left” or “Fill Right”. Is possible to smooth video transitions as
well. Choose “Cross Dissolve” (Video Transitions/Dissolve/ Cross dissolve) and use it
between 2 parts of video. There are many possibilities of transitions and effects, try them and
choose the best option.
How to use an effect: click on the effect, drag and drop it in the clip of the timeline that you
want to apply. In the tab “Effects Controls” manage the intensity of the effect. The result will
be shown in “Preview” panel.
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Zoom Tool: Click on timeline with this tool in order to put
your timeline with more details and change exactly in the second you want.

- Audio. Check always your audio levels. If the level reach red (peak) it will distort the
sound. Try to keep it yellow (between -6 and -12 dB)
For transition effects you have to apply them between 2 clips and the intensity you choose
increasing or decreasing the size of the transition. Check the example below.

The “Cross Dissolve” effects is between 2 clips. You can make it bigger or smaller and check
the differences in “Preview” panel.
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-

Preview This is how your final video will look like.

-

Rendering Do you see the green and red line above the video tracks? It’s the render

line. To explain what rendering means we want to quo- te the professional explanation from
Adobe Help.
«For clips based on simple source media that match the sequence settings and have only
simple effects applied, Prmiere Pro can render the frames that make up the sequence in real
time. In this case, each frame is rendered for display just before the CTI (current time
indicator) reaches it. Premiere Pro caches these results so that it doesn’t unnecessarily redo
work when you revisit a frame.»
http://blogs.adobe.com/premierepro/2011/02/red-yellow-and-green-render-bars.html
In other words, if the line it’s green, the computer knows what has to read, so it’ll be faster. If
the line is red, the computer needs more time to read and play the clip. The line can also be
yellow and probably the computer knows what is the clip, but might do not know.
How to render? Taskbar.../Sequence.../Render entire work area.
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Step 3 - Export

Did you finish the edition? Let’s export the final video. If you rendered all clips in your
timeline, it gonna be faster. Go to File.../Export.../Media... and check this panel.
Choose 24p or 25p regarding the format of your shooting.

Recent versions of Premiere permit to export directly in a format for web- platforms as
YouTube and Vimeo. In “format” you can choose them with reasonable quality (YouTube/
Vimeo SD) or good quality (YouTube/Vimeo HD).
Click in the name to choose the name and the location where you want to. After all, click
“Export”.
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Tips and Tricks - Editing and Post-Production

Youtube Channels (Learning):

Larry Jordan
https://www.youtube.com/user/LarryJordanFCP
Justin Odisho
https://www.youtube.com/user/Justthisgood
Adobe Creative Cloud Oﬃcial
https://www.youtube.com/user/AdobeCreativeCloud

Publishing

After you finished exporting your video it is time to publish it.
First, you should publish on Facebook. Nowadays it’s the most popular platform which will
allow you to reach a far bigger and more interested audience. Facebook also offers you tools
to analyze the video’s impact as well allowing it to play automatically on different users
timeline, which aids at engaging your audience.
After, you should publish on YouTube for archival purposes, so it is possible later to show
the videos to interested audiences and stakeholders.
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